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Serious emotions:  

On some emotions in working on men's violences and violences to women 
 

Jeff Hearn 

Abstract 

Both the more immediate, more reactive and the longer-term forms of emotion are highly 

relevant to researching on violence, with the first linking with specific disturbing events and 

experiences, for example, threat or worries for safety. Thus, this contribution reflects on the 

place of emotions in researching, in different ways and over many years, on violence, especially 

but not only violence to women. This includes discussion of: how emotions can be important 

in organising research on violence; emotions in doing research the field, and in interviewing 

men on violence; the relations between the emotions of interviewees and the emotions of 

researchers; as well as emotions between men, and emotions in analysis and writing up research 

material. In addition, emotion can also work in a more muted, longer-term way, with less 

extreme responses and experiences. These latter longer-term emotions can be linked with: first, 

the very practice of doing direct research on violence itself; second, certain other kinds of less 

immediate, more distanced violence or the use of more distanced research methods on 

violence; and, third, a variety of managerial, administrative and educational tasks on and 

around violence. I call these the emotions of gravity. Emotions are a serious business.   

Introduction 

It is hard to talk about researching violence without considering the question of emotions. 

Violence, and researching violence, are emotional, for all concerned, typically, if not always, 

engendering negative emotions. Being aware of emotions, and attending to that, as both 

embodied experience and focus, are part and parcel of researching violence. If you are not 

aware of such emotions, then maybe there is something wrong. To make emotions invisible is 

to denigrate certain kinds of experience, actually be less scientific. Emotions are, to repeat the 

obvious, embodied. What could be more simultaneously material and discursive than violence? 

– hence the need for material-discursive approaches in researching violence. Indeed, taking 

emotions seriously is part of the project of bridging and transcending instrumentality and 

emotionality, and other binaries, as foregrounded in feminist and other critical engagements. 

Before going any further into these issues, some words are necessary on the concepts, the 

words: emotion and affect. Some people seem to use affect as the overarching concept, as in 

citing of Affect Studies, thus presumably including emotions within it as part of that field; 

while others wish to make a distinction, sometimes a clear distinction between affect and 

emotions – sometimes on the basis that affects are some kind of excess, that happens to the 

body through direct affect(s) of other bodies, phenomena or events, what is sensed, even pre-

consciously, while emotions refer to that which affects the person in a more identifiable way, 

more clearly and consciously, and is known. It has been widely argued that this distinction is 

unsustainable (see Wetherell, 2012, 2013).  

Because of these differences, perhaps confusions, here I use the term, emotion; the study of 

emotion is far from new in sociology and social science, but rather a long-established tradition, 

as in the work of Simmel (1950; Gerhards, 1986) or more recently Hochschild (1983). In terms 

of further definition, emotion can refer to some disjunction, most usually between expectation 
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and experienced reality (Hearn, 1993). But even severe disjunctions can become normalised, 

as with some experiences of both doing violence and receiving violence.  

Emotion is often constructed as reactive to that which specifically happens to the person at 

certain point in time, and as significantly negative or positive, sometimes in apparently extreme 

forms. But emotion can also work in a more muted, longer-term way, with less extreme 

responses and experiences. Both the more immediate, more reactive and the longer-term forms 

of emotion are highly relevant to researching on violence, with the first linking with specific 

disturbing events and experiences, for example, threat or worries for safety. These latter longer-

term emotions can be linked with, first, the very practice of doing direct research on violence 

itself, as well as, second, certain other kinds of less immediate, more distanced violence or the 

use of more distanced research methods on violence, and, third, a variety of managerial, 

administrative and educational tasks on and around violence. I will return to these forms in 

terms of what I call the emotions of gravity. Emotions are a serious business.   

Once one starts interrogating the whole question of emotions in working on violence in general 

or men’s violences to women, it is easy to see there are (so) very many aspects and angles. One 

way is to explore different emotions, for example, anxiety or sadness or pride. However, that 

approach may segment and separate different emotions from each other, whereas in reality 

contradictory emotions can accompany each other. As an alternative, two main kinds of aspect 

seem important: temporal and object aspects or relations. Temporal relations concern:  

a. emotions before researching violence;  

b. emotions in doing research on violence;  

c. emotions after researching on violence, as in analysis and writing and presenting on violence;  

d. emotions in other necessary tasks, for example, supervising others’ research, applying for 

funding and managing research on violence.  

Second, emotions can be directed towards and be affected by different objects:  

i. the doer(s) or potential doer(s) of violence, including their own emotions;  

ii. the violent moment(s), act(s), structure(s) and process(es), and the emotions present;  

iii. the receiver(s) or potential receiver(s) of violence, including their own emotions; 

iv. the research itself; 

v. the researchers, including the individual researcher themselves, and their own emotions. 

This combination makes for a matrix of emotions in terms of relations to time and objects. 

Furthermore, different kinds of violence – physical, sexual, emotional, online, war, armed 

conflict, and many other forms – are likely to engender different emotions. 

Emotions in organising research on violence  

I have worked on violences of various kinds since the late 1970s, initially sexual harassment, 

then child abuse, and in the late 1980s histories of law reform. A turning point, personally, 

politically and theoretically, and emotionally, in grappling with violence more directly was in 

1989 when Jalna Hanmer and I sat down one day and decided to work together. Though Jalna 

and I had neighbouring offices in the university, we had been researching separately over many 

years different violences: for her, violence to women and children, and reproductive rights; for 

me, the forms noted above. Apart from Jalna’s own work (Hanmer & Saunders, 1984, 1993), 
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I was strongly influenced by the writing of Catharine MacKinnon (1982), Liz Kelly (1988) and 

Amina Mama (1989), amongst many other feminist texts.  

Both Jalna and I were involved in activism: Jalna in Women’s Aid Federation of England 

(WAFE) and feminist reproductive politics, and me in anti-sexism/profeminism. The meeting 

brought us together, spanning activism, policy and academia: an emotional brew in itself. We 

resolved to do this formally, institutionally, “properly”, and so set up a formal research unit, 

the Violence, Abuse and Gender Relations Research Unit at the University of Bradford, UK, 

with listed colleagues as internal and external members. This was part of what might be called 

feminist academic community-building.  

Jalna and I were fortunate in gaining research grants from the UK research council, the ESRC, 

and elsewhere, involving much field research. The research that was possible depended on 

much previous political and policy work by Jalna and colleagues within and outside the state, 

notably West Yorkshire Police, and WAFE. We worked very closely on organisational policy 

development, with key policy-makers, managers, specialists, professionals and activists, 

especially with the police, criminal justice agencies, housing agencies, health agencies, social 

services, and third sector. Jalna was a constant support and inspiration, which I was moved by, 

then and now. We worked together closely as a small and determined team. The gendered 

practicalities and the gendered emotions of doing research had a physical spatial and 

homosocial equivalent, with a room for the women researchers researching women’s 

experiences of violence, a room for the men researchers men’s experiences of doing violence, 

and a joint room occupied by the Unit Administrator, where Jalna and I often talked. I only 

recall going into the women’s room on one occasion when we needed somewhere to talk to a 

visiting researcher, and that room was vacant. 

Emotions in the field 

When beginning to do empirical research in interview and policy studies on men’s violence to 

known women in the early 1990s, this focus was far from accepted as central within (critical) 

studies on men and masculinities. By the late 1980s, mainstream research was mostly on 

‘captive’ populations, such as men in prison, and men involved with mental health services, 

sometimes for depression or alcoholism, or mental health institutions. Such research was 

dominated, in many ways still is, by psychologists and criminologists. Few studies researched 

men living in the community who had been or were being violent to women, outside the clinic 

or prison. It was unclear where to turn for models from previous research for doing the research. 

This produced, for me at least, a lot of anxiety, that was only partly ameliorated by much 

thorough and collective preparation for interviewing, for the other researchers and myself. 

In this research, in the 1990s, I was fully “in the field” – everything was the field. Seventy-five 

men were interviewed and about 130 follow-up consented contacts with agencies where the 

men had had contact. This meant engaging with men across all classes, from very powerful, 

respectable and privileged men at the top of state organisations, the police and prosecution 

services, and men who were not powerful, respectable nor privileged  structurally, even if they 

exerted power at the bodily level. At the start of one interview, the interviewee announced he 

was ‘not a violent man’, then proceeded to describe at least 30 occasions when he had been 

violent, using major physical violence and severe verbal and emotional violence. Then think 

about those judges who have downplayed the impact of physical and sexual assaults. 

Class-gender and further intersections were pervasive. At one moment, we were negotiating 

with high level lawyers and prosecutors, the next interviewing men who had created crises for 
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women and children and whose own lives were in a mess. A dramatic, emotional class-gender 

moment I recall being totally thrown when, whilst chairing a meeting of police and Criminal 

Justice System people, the County Chief Constable walked into the meeting unannounced. That 

changed the atmosphere of the meeting instantly on his entry, as it did to my own stomach and 

the posture of the police officers. I was speechless, frankly intimidated, not by direct or 

imagined violence, as with some of the men being interviewed, but by the violence of the state 

personified, even if his person was consciously polite. 

Emotions in interviewing men on violence 

For men to research men about their own violence in a profeminist way is not so easy, 

methodologically, emotionally, politically. Feminist research has highlighted the significance 

of intersectional gender power relations throughout the research process, all of its aspects and 

“stages”. These include questions of epistemology, location, ethics, reflexivity, and emotions 

in research. Such methodological issues apply to research on men, masculinities and men’s 

violence (Hearn, 1998c; Pini and Pease, 2013). 

Feminist research has also often pointed to reducing power relations between researcher and 

researched, in seeking to empower the researched. This model did not work so clearly in this 

context; put simply, the researchers were not seeking to empower the men who had used 

violence, at least not in any immediate way. Methods and methodologies in researching men 

and masculinities needed to be re-theorised and re-practiced. This gendering of men applied in 

definite ways that could not be read about in textbooks on research methodology, feminist or 

non-feminist, when beginning this work in the early 1990s. This led to the decision to do very 

thorough preparation for different kinds of interview (e.g. avoidant, depressed, garrulous, 

hostile) and any likely eventuality in the interviews, through training and role plays, and, 

importantly, attending to the emotions involved in possible scenarios. This fed into writing our 

own ‘Working Guidelines: Men Interviewing Men’ on many issues and aspects of interviewing 

men who have used violence (Hearn et al., 1993). 

These questions can be placed into the broader frame of interviewing the powerful or relatively 

powerful, even whilst some of the men were not powerful in societal structural terms. For men 

to interview other men also raised issues of the appropriate form of men-men relations. This is 

especially so when it is men interviewing men with relative power, whether by resources, 

status, hierarchy or in this case violence. This raised some complex and emotional issues. 

In this work, I had to use my own gender resources, my own self as a method, to be a somewhat 

different kind of man in different times and places, to secure research access, often at several 

organisational levels. At times, this meant dealing with respectable, middle class, lawyerly or 

sexist masculinities that may both affect and construct violence; it meant talking with men who 

were, for example, long-term unemployed, with addictions, or mental health challenges. In 

interviewing itself, there were questions of how to be polite and respectful to a man who you 

knew had beaten up his wife, without colluding with him. The first (cultural) thing was to shake 

hands in a friendly, open way. At some points, it was important to use the resources of 

professional power and expert authority, in negotiating access, and in keeping interviews 

focused on violence. 

Other key issues in interviewing men about their violence include: paying close attention to 

how to begin the interview; polite persistence in accessing interviewees; being relaxed in 

asking difficult, perhaps embarrassing, questions; preparing the end of the interview, including 

written information. These are all methodological, theoretical and emotional questions, 
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including around the very construction of knowledge, an intersectional gendered social process. 

However emotional the interviews felt, relaxing where possible within them, through knowing 

that preparation for interviewing had been thorough, was needed. Preparation assisted 

becoming confident enough when dealing with scary issues. Even so, fear was part of at least 

some interviews and interviewing. I recall one interviewee saying halfway through an 

interview: “I have a gun”. I was not at all sure at first if he meant he had one on him!  

Emotions of interviewees  

Not surprisingly, emotion figured in a wide variety of ways in the interviews with men. First, 

the motivation and agreement to be interviewed could, in itself, often be emotional. Second, 

there were occasions when emotions were clearly and visibly shown, for example, crying, 

laughing hilariously, shaking. Third, there were times when the man tells of his own emotions 

or of the need for him to become emotional in order to change himself. Fourth, there may be 

times when he talks of his general emotionality or lack thereof. Some men had a somewhat 

reflective self-analysis that their own problem with violence was linked to their poor emotional 

development, and that their lack of regular emotional expression then “boils up” inside and 

“breaks out” in anger and violence. Typical statements of such internally-located violence are: 

'I seem to explode' 

'It all boils up like a volcano, it's waiting' 

'It's like somebody else what's inside me controlling me to do them things, 

and it hurts, you know.  And I keep saying no, and I keep pressing it down, 

saying, "no, I don't want it to come out in me." Or, "leave me alone". You 

know, like as though they were bad dreams and that, and I still think about a 

lot to do with my childhood. You know, it's like haunting me and I can't get 

rid of it. Some of it I dump in the dustbin, I still sort of put my mother on a 

pedestal.  I've made her larger than life, you know.  Same with my father, 

great man.' 

'It was just like something came over me. It's hard to explain. All the 

emotions and all the anger just came out.  Anyway I beated [woman’s name] 

up pretty bad …' 

'…and it just came up again, that kind of anger, you know.' 

'I hit her anywhere, as long as I just get my temper out of me.' 

One man spoke of violence as something that built up and then suddenly burst.  Violence was 

for him set in contrast to placidity: 

'I think it's my temper.  Ad yet I'm rather placid.  It takes a lot for me to 

really…' 

Fifth, he may use emotional language, with or without actually showing emotion. These 

possibilities can mix with each other. For example, talking about violence can intermingle with 

both talking about emotion and being emotional: 
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 “And when I met [woman’s name], she always said how laid back I were, 

 because I never let things get to me.  Excuse me if I get emotional, because I do 

 get emotional ... then it passes. [crying]” 

And moreover, emotions are embodied, just as when halfway through an interview one 

interviewee left the room to be sick, as faithfully recorded on tape.  

However, one should not overstate the emotionality of the interviews and the interviewees. 

What was interesting, and in some ways surprising, was how easily most men talked about 

their violence to women in a matter of fact way, and without that much apparent emotion. 

Denial, and indeed also shame, can be important aspects for those doing and then talking about 

violence. Expressing emotion is not necessarily a good in itself (see de Boise and Hearn, 2017), 

even whilst emotional inexpressiveness is sometimes seen to explain violence. Perhaps, to say 

the obvious, the expression of anger is not an emotion that many men shy away from. 

Moreover, it has long been recognised the shortcomings and even danger of reframing men’s 

violence as a problem of anger and anger management (Gondolf & Russell, 1986). 

Having said this, it was marked that men were clearly emotional was when they directed 

attention to their own experience of their own earlier violation — from fathers, mothers, 

teachers, as boys, and young men. That was when they showed their emotion, and sometimes 

described experiences, such as their own abuse as a child, for the first time. 

Emotions of researchers 

Dealing with the emotions of the men interviewed also meant and had implications for 

researchers’ own emotions. Concerns for the well-being of the researchers had to be taken very 

seriously, not least as we did not always know the identity of the interviewees, apart from a 

(maybe fictitious) first name. A linked issue was support for and between the researchers within 

the research team. So, the external professional, expert “front” of the research had to be coupled 

with a very caring, mutually caring, set of relations between the men researchers. All the men 

who did interviewing of men who had been violent to women had some experience in men’s 

personal development work, men’s anti-sexist politics and/or critical academic studies of men 

and masculinities. This assisted in being upfront about the anxiety and other emotions in doing 

this kind of research. Still, there was a lot of stress and tension to be dealt with and a need to 

discuss whatever came up from the interviews, especially around the relationship of sex, 

sexuality and violence.  

Often in the course of doing this interview and field research, I got upset. One, perhaps slightly 

unusual, occasion, early on in the process, was after I had had a particularly successful phone 

call, that I had made from home, that meant that I would be able to make contact with some 

more men. I cried, because of what felt at the time as a form of privilege of being allowed to 

do what I was doing, albeit very indirectly, in connection with the pain of the women who had 

experienced the violence of the men concerned.   

Violence is also a powerful topic to research because it connects with other powerful 

experiences in researchers’ own lives – men’s, and in earlier lives as boys’, own violence, 

men’s experience of being violent and being violated, men’s relations with women, feelings of 

love and hate, and so on. I especially recall one interview in which the interviewee used the 
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image or maybe metaphor of an orgasm in describing the moment of his own violence. This 

was certainly disturbing, and especially upset one of the research team a lot; accordingly, 

afterwards in the debriefing, we together went through what can be called the emotions of 

disgust. This researching of violence was thus set in the tensions between the routine business 

of men doing research, and the disruptive, and occasional coincidental, elements of the 

researching of violence.   

There was a palpable sense of relief on finishing all the interviews. I realised when these 

projects were completed that I had been under a medium level of stress for several years, 

fearing the worst – for example, one of the interviewees attacking or killing a woman shortly 

after the interview or one of the researchers being attacked in the interview. We had a fixed 

system of telephoning in just before each interview and also just after the completion of the 

interview. One day, in fact it was early evening as I recall, one of the research team forgot to 

phone in after the interview. A very tense few hours were spent until a late-night call came. He 

had forgotten, probably as the interview was outside the usual working day, and was fine. 

Emotions between men 

In arranging access to interviewees, in the interviewing, and in the relations between 

researchers, there were a lot of men-men interactions. The Criminal Justice System is a system 

not just dominated by men, but dominated by particular kinds of masculinities, in the shape of 

police, lawyers, prosecution, prison, probation, men’s programmes, and so on. Such officials 

themselves can be directly non-violent or violent, and moreover can subvert or collude with 

interpersonal violence in terms of responses to violence, lack of responses or patriarchal 

responses: violence occurs in, through and around organizations (Hearn & Parkin, 2001). An 

apparently innocent (but not) question by, say, a police officer to a victim/survivor such as, 

“And what did you do to provoke him?” can not only blame the victim, but bring double 

violation.  

Men may ‘meet’ each other through similarity rand degrees of difference, including regarding 

relations to violence and violence against women. Men, whether as co-researchers, 

interviewers or interviewees, may find some form of intimacy through talking about the non-

intimacy of violence.  Moreover, to do this kind of research can mean breaking some taboos – 

even whilst it is available for reincorporation into male hegemony – through:  

• therapeutic clinicism, that is, treating the men interviewed as clinical cases to be 

understood and perhaps 'cured' by therapeutic or similar means;  

• scientism, the scientistic narrative;  

• heroism, the heroic narrative; and/or  

• redemption, individual or collective.  

Men’s talking to men about men’s violence to known women can always be liable to be 

collusive, heroic, a means of bonding, a show of bravado. Such talk may also carry with it the 

fantasy of violence then and there in the interview. At the same time, with men researching on 

violence, and indeed for men doing anti-violence work more generally, there can be issues of 

possible dissociation and distancing from ‘other men’, men’s violence and patriarchy (Burrell, 

2020; also see Mercer & Julien, 1988; Hearn, 1998b). Men who use violence can (easily) be 

subjected to othering, just as the self can be self-othered.  
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These perspectives link with Bob Pease’s (2008, 2020) work on how anti-violence intervention 

can be directed to non-violent men, not only men using violence; to put this another way, the 

silence of non-violent men partly maintains men’s violence. Likewise, a promising strand of 

analysis and policy development was to see men’s violence to women, perhaps counter-

intuitively, in part through (‘fratriarchal’) peer relations between men (Hearn, 1998a, 

DeKeseredy, 1990, 2001; Hearn & Whitehead, 2006; Sanday, 2007). Violence can be a 

currency in and through which men are often defined, constituted, and women can be the object 

or means of that currency.  

Emotions in analysis and writing  

Emotions, specifically distress, figured strongly in listening to tapes, analysing and then 

writing up. For example, reading through transcripts I sometimes found I had to stop and 

weep at what I was reading or listening to, particularly when the violence was described as 

being very deliberately. In this kind of experience, the tape and the transcript can have a 

disconcerting life of their own – a lure, an appeal, a curio, an ‘authentic voice’, ‘simple’ data 

and text, along with the seduction of the tape and the text as real life. The emotions 

engendered in doing this kind of research and analysis appeared to increase with:  

• ‘amount’ and severity of violence reported;  

• perception of uniqueness, and at times bizarreness, of the violence and the violent 

situation or episode;  

• lesser predictability of the violence; 

• greater tension and feelings of threat in the interview;  

• individual interviewee’s unclear relation to violence; and 

• positive lessening of male hegemony. 

This in turn prompted further attention to the relations of men’s talk (in the present, and about 

violence) and men’s (past) actions/violences/body – highlighting the importance of the 

material-discursive in analysing and opposing violence.  

Towards the end of the project I came to realise more fully that I had been under mild or 

moderate stress for a long time, and that I did not wish to work full-time on violence; I felt, 

emotionally, it was not good for my long-term well-being. More analytically, it was also that I 

did not want to separate work on (anti-)violence from other parts of life. There seemed to be 

an isomorphism between the difficulty of separating violence from social life in men’s 

interview accounts, and the difficulty of doing so in research. I saw it was important to “bring 

violence” into all, almost all, other areas of work, for example, studies on work, organisations 

and management, rather than seeing violence as some aberrant activity. I also decided that I 

wanted to change universities (before it was too late). Indeed, it was not so many years after 

that that I moved to Finland, and directed my work on violence more to supervising others and 

policy development work – not least as I thought that qualitative empirical work on violence 

needed to be conducted in people’s first language. This leads onto the less discussed question 

of what might be apparently low-level, but no less important, emotions around researching 

violence. 

The emotions of gravity (1): the very practice of doing direct research on violence 
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Most obviously, the emotions concerned with violence are negative emotions: distress, hurt, 

grief, anxiety, fear, anger, and so on. Such emotions can occur in the doing of violence, in 

researching violence, in acting on and against violence. Less often there are positive emotions 

around violence – of joy, excitement, pleasure – as, for example, when released from violence, 

when violence is prosecuted or when contributing in some way to that. In addition, it must be 

noted some people seem to derive positive pleasure in doing violence, and some also have 

some forms of positive experience in receiving what could be considered violence, even if 

defined otherwise, under certain conditions as in some BDSM. However, I now wish to move 

away from these kinds of examples to draw attention to what I see, and have experienced, as a 

less explored set of emotions: the emotions of gravity in researching violence. 

The emotions of gravity are somewhat different to the emotions of grief or distress or joy or 

pleasure. They are less tied to the particular or, in some cases, the transient. Rather, they invoke 

emotions of gravity, solidarity, long-term commitment for change, including distant solidarities 

and commitments. One of the underemphasised aspects of researching violence is not so much 

the emergencies and the dramatic episodes and emotions, but rather the long-term, ‘slow 

emotions’ of engagement with violence, that is, the very practice of doing direct research on 

violence itself, including the intensive research already discussed. Substantively, researching 

violence, especially on men’s violence to known women, is a very humbling and emotional 

experience for men, at different levels of experience. Violence is not just another topic for 

research, to be done “in passing” or lightly. Doing bad (for example, non- or anti-feminist or 

racist) research can lead to more violence, harm, even fatalities. So, when I see such bad 

research, like that which blames the victim, I feel anger at the damage that may be doing. 

These longer-term emotions of gravity, these continuous low emotional rumblings, are 

especially important in direct fieldwork projects, as already described, but they are also highly 

pertinent in a variety of further ways where there is or appears to be some greater social or 

geographical distance from violence. I now summarise these under two main headings: in 

researching different kinds of violence, including less immediate, more distanced violence or 

using different, more distanced research methods on violence; and managerial, administrative 

and educational tasks on and around violence, yet at a distance.  

The emotions of gravity (2): researching other forms of violence and other methods of 

researching violence 

On moving universities, initially to Manchester University, I set about a project on violence 

and violation in and around organisations, especially workplaces and other organisations. 

Originally, this was planned as an empirical project, but, in the event, it largely became an 

overarching study of various different ways of analysing gender, sexuality, sexual harassment, 

bullying and physical violence, using a variety of secondary data (Hearn & Parkin, 2001), along 

with further studies of the relation of violence, anti-violence policy and emotion within and 

around organisations (Hearn & Parkin, 2007; Flam et al., 2010). This ushered further studies 

on other locations of violence.  

Over the last 25 years or so, I have done rather little direct qualitative empirical work on 

violence. Instead, I have become involved in a wide range of national and international  projects 

addressing various further aspects of violence: comparative, cross-national secondary analysis 

of other studies, statistical analysis, policy development, ethical guidelines, media studies, 

methodological studies, theoretical overviews, and so on, mainly working with women.  
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Many of these projects are transnational (e.g. Hagemann-White et al., 2008; Hearn et al., 2013), 

and coming along with that concern with both the transnationalisation of violence (Hearn, 

2015) and the transnationalisation of emotions (Hearn, 2007) around transnational violence 

and researching violence. Transnationalised emotions can be less immediately intense, but 

longer-lasting, with more gravity. This adds a further form of distance, geographical distance, 

but also another layer of intensity and gravity. It reinforces the fact that emotions are social, 

even collective, rather than simply individual, psychological phenomena.   

I will give just two examples here: digital violence and online violations; and macro-

sociological analyses of violence. In working on online violations since the late 1990s, one  

issue is the sense of emotional revulsion and emotional numbness that can sometimes be 

experienced and that needs to be processed when the violating material researched is digital, 

usually geographically distant, and where the violated are unknown, perhaps many in number 

(Hall & Hearn, 2017). With macro-sociological analyses of violence (Hearn et al. 2020), these 

emotions may seem more remote still; emotional engagement with such tasks can be more 

muted. While periodically, sometimes frequently, realisation of the enormity of violence 

occurs, perhaps suddenly, dramatically, at the same time there is a quieter emotional awareness 

of dealing with the horrors of violence, albeit in summarised, perhaps statistical, form.  

The emotions of gravity (3): managing, administering, educating, supervising, examining 

research on violence 

Over these last 25 years or so, rather than doing much direct qualitative empirical work on 

violence, I have instead been doing a lot of related organising work and research on violence. 

This has entailed a wide variety of tasks around violence: supervising research on violence, 

supervising, commenting on, and examining PhDs on violence, applying for funding for, taking 

part in, and managing research projects on violence, large and small. There is a tension between 

the matter-of-factness of some of these tasks and terrible harms of violence. Dealing with 

violence and violence research in such ways can thus also raise these longer-term emotions of 

gravity, even whilst sometimes also bringing dire and dramatic experiences. For example, I 

recall examining a PhD on ritual abuse, later published as a book (Scott, 2001); the examining 

itself was a truly harrowing experience, in part fuelled the imagining of the experiences of and 

effects on those suffering it.  

On the other hand, doing these kinds of tasks does not mean that the way of doing them has to 

be doom-laden. I recall co-presenting a half-day session, as part of the Violence Against 

Children Study Group, with the social work academic and practitioner colleague, Christine 

Parton, on feminist approaches to child abuse, and at the end of the session one of the course 

participants commenting that, while the session was good and informative, they were relieved 

that the atmosphere of the course was not unnecessarily doom- and gloom-ridden. It is quite 

possible to work on such issues in ways that acknowledge the gravity of the matter, but without 

letting that dictate the mood. It reminds me of the German sociologist Ursula Müller’s 

paraphrased statement that working on unpleasant issues does not mean that one has to do so 

in unpleasant places or in unpleasant ways. 

Perhaps above all, managing and developing projects on violence involves a strange mix of, on 

one hand, being efficient and effective in dealing with complex administrative research and 

funding systems and procedures, and, on the other, remembering, never forgetting that subject 

and realities of violence and those who do violence and those who are violated thereby suffer. 

This kind of sensibility is exactly the opposite of the obsessive phallologocentrism of some 

heroic, usually male, academics insistent in mansplaining everything to the uninitiated.  
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And finally, there is humour …  

The emotions of gravity, as outlined, have their, perhaps strange, accompaniment, rather than 

direct counterpoint, in the emotions of humour – in relation to researching violence. When I 

have tried to discuss this question of humour a few times in public seminars, I have felt what I 

have been trying to say has been misunderstood by some participants. Humour is very 

important in researching violence, and not simply as a way of coping with difficult and tragic 

matters, but much more than that. Working on violence can actually be very funny indeed. The 

humour I am referring to is at least in part based on the recognition of solidarity with people, 

other researchers, activists, professionals, whom you trust in trying to stop violence, as a long-

term project, not by instant or magical solutions. These humorous emotions, as part of the 

emotions of gravity, are especially evocative when working transnationally. 

If you have ever heard the British feminist journalist, Julie Bindel, speak, you will know that 

it is quite possible to be totally serious, in both senses, in stopping violence and gender-based 

and sexual violence of all kinds, but equally and totally hilarious in capturing the feminism, 

fragility and humanity of life, harm and death. 

Emotions are a serious business. 
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